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NINETY-NINE
PERCENT

PORT FACTS
• 99% of all overseas commodities come
to America come through U.S. seaports.
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Editor’s
Note
Jay Grant

In 2007 former Moyar Rudy Welcome to the
inaugural issue of the Port Security Journal. PSJ
will be published every four months. Our goal is
to take a hard look at port security issues including
congressional funding, how funds are spent, who
is making a difference, to educate how ports work
and the role they play in America’s economy.
PSJ staff is pleased to launch the first issue with an interview with Ralph
Basham, the new U.S. Customs and Border Protection commissioner. In
future issues we look forward to speaking with other agency leaders and
congressional members.
Port security today has new definition. Security must now be interwoven
within the supply chain as we move forward. With the passage of the
SAFE Port Security bill (H.R. 4954) we will further define the role of
security and how it plays in the United States and global economy.
Port Security Journal will spotlight the successes and failures; we look to
ensure key issues are focused on and explored. PSJ will also ask for the
opinion of those within the industry, on the Hill and Administration.
Lastly PSJ will welcome your input. Let us know if there is an issue that
needs to be examined; perhaps in words, perhaps in pictures.
I hope you enjoy the publication and learn a few things at the same time.
jay.grant@psnews.us
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AMERICA’S PORTS

ON COURSE

The men and women of the airport and seaport police serve
accross our Nation working 24/7 to protect passengers, cargo
and critical infrastructure.

info@pscouncil.us
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Former Undersecretary of Homeland Security Asa Hutchinson offers
his opinion on port security and the DP World confusion. Mr. Hutchinson
also served as U.S. attorney, a member of congress, administrator of
the Drug Enforcement Administration, and is currently a candidate for
governor of Arkansas.
During a recent visit to the Port of Houston Derik Latham sat down
with Chief Russell Whitmash to discuss the hurricane recovery and port
funding. Latham is a well published international writer who works
for the British Columbia (Canada) Ministry of Transport. Latham has
extensive experience as a marine security specialist and is an expert on
risk assessments and the ISPS Code.
With more than 35 years of experience in national defense and
homeland security, Linda Easley tells us about layered defense and
the supply chain. As Sr. Vice President at System Planning Corporation
in Arlington, VA, she has been involved in many of SPC’s projects.
Easley’s current programs includes GlobalTrak®; the Nation’s first
patented global supply chain monitoring system.
With his beat at the public relations office of the Maryland Port
Administration (MPA) J.B. Hanson is often quoted as a spokesperson
for the Port of Baltimore locally and around the world. Mr. Hanson is a
frequent writer for international periodicals and today offers his insight
on security at the Port of Baltimore.
The Last Word is an opinion column by Paul Bea, a government
relations advisor specializing in maritime transportation. Paul Bea
served as legislative aide to a governor and a congressman. His vast
The Port Security Journal
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PORT FACTS
• Major cruise port in America
• Millions and millions of passengers
• Cruise industry contributed $32.4 billion to the U.S. economy in 2005

PORT OF
MIAMI
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Supply Chain Security:
New High-Energy X-Ray Systems
for America’s Ports

The U.S. Customs and Border Protection Agency (CBP) recently awarded Smiths Detection
based out of Pine Brook, New Jersey a contract for the HCV Mobile II trucks, highenergy mobile cargo screening systems that will be deployed to several strategic ports
throughout the country. The first system was deployed in May 2006 and eight more will
be delivered throughout the rest of this year. Additional units are expected to be purchased
and deployed in 2007.
The HCV Mobile II adds a unique, flexible layer of security in
our nation’s fight against terrorism. This state-of-the-art mobile
detection system significantly increases the ability to secure the
nation’s ports by rapidly assisting in the identification of potentially
lethal and illegal shipments.
The HCV Mobile II is a second generation system that meets all U.S highway standards
and can be driven from one port to another at normal freeway speeds. A key feature of the
HCV Mobile II system is its ability to generate high-resolution images of a container’s
contents. The images are further enhanced through proprietary software designed to assist
in the identification of contraband. Systems can also be deployed with integrated radiation
detection capability.

CBP’s new high-energy x-ray system can penetrate
steel more than ten and a half inches thick

portsecurityjournal.com
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Assembled in Alcoa, Tennessee, the systems are placed
on an International Truck chassis. The 3.8 MeV system
generates high-energy X-rays that can penetrate more than
10.5 inches of steel with the significant added advantages
of mobility and radiation detection capabilities. Detection
of radioactive material in trucks and container loads is an
innovative feature added to the HCV Mobile II to bypass
inefficient cargo unloading and inspection.

HCV Mobile II Feature Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current gamma-ray systems which
have been a main stay at our nation’s
ports are limited in the density in
which they can see through some
cargo. Each type of non-intrusive
imaging (NII) equipment has its
pluses and minuses.
Recently at the Port of Savannah in
Georgia where gamma equipment
was being used, dense Persian rugs
imported in from Pakistan required
CBP agents to open each cargo unit
and unroll each rug. When a highenergy x-ray system was deployed,
the cargo’s images were easily
seen in moments, and thus stopped
the devanning process, saving an
enormous amount of time and
money.
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High-energy mobile X-ray scanner with integrated
radiation detection capabilities (meeting ANSI
requirements)
Combines multi-threat detection with a single scan
100 percent mobile, enabling rapid responses and
random inspections
Autonomous system which requires no external
infrastructure
High inspection speed results in a higher traffic
flow
Able to travel on conventional roads at speeds in
excess of 50 miles per hour
Small footprint

PORT OF
LOS ANGELES

PORT FACTS
• 7,500 acres
• 43 miles of waterfront
• 26 cargo terminals
• Several thousand trucks a day

portsecurityjournal.com
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NEAT
TECHNOLOGY

LORROS

Long-Range
Reconnaissance
Observation System
Website: Kollsman.com

We are looking to identify new
technology on the horizon and
some that has been in place yet
unknown by many. This time we
find Kollsman’s LORROS system,
direct from the Israeli border;
Blue View Technology sonar, it
works at the Port of LA; Twisted
Pair interoperability software
used by the White House; and
Digital Sandbox, solving those risk
challenges at the Port of NY/NJ.
If you know of some neat
technology applicable to port and
border applications, let us know
at neattechnology@psnews.us.

Kollsman’s LORROS provides long-range daytime and night-time
surveillance from a remote surveillance control and display center.
LORROS is designed as a versatile and modular system, thus allowing
it to be easily adapted to various configurations appropriate for a wide
range of applications.
The LORROS sensor unit can be mounted on vehicles or installed on
rooftops, on erectable towers, or on tripods and remotely controlled
from an existing or new surveillance control center, or via a ruggedized
portable control unit. The sensor unit can be remotely operated up to
100 meters from the control unit or several kilometers via fiber link.
Wireless microwave links are possible.
The LORROS has several modes of operation that are selectable and
user programmable. Multiple search modes can be pre-programmed
and stored for easy recall and use.

WAVE Interoperability
Website: twistpair.com

The fundamental solution is not more and larger “islands” of
proprietary devices, systems, and networks. The answer is an
open-standard software platform that enables interoperable
group
communications
over
standard
IP
networks.
WAVE is used by large, global organizations with some of the highest
standards for security and reliability, including the U.S. Coast Guard,
U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force, NATO, and the U.S. Forest Service. The
U.S. Coast Guard uses WAVE for daily operational integration of
separate radio systems used by its various air and watercraft. First
responders useWAVE to manage resources and personnel in emergency
situations requiring a coordinated response by multiple departments
and agencies. Commercial enterprises use WAVE to provide global connectivity and more efficient collaboration, and to ensure
the survivability of their business communications in emergencies. Hey, even White House Communications uses WAVE.
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Blue View Technology
Website: blueviewtech.com

It has been hard to find good underwater technology,
especially one that is affordable. So when we heard
of Blue View at a recent American Association of
Port Authorities security meeting, we had to see
it. When asked, Captain Ralph Tracy, of the Port
of Los Angeles, stated, “We needed a solution
that would increase our harbor patrol’s ability to
proactively protect our seaport water perimeter.
This technology gives us a detection and response
advantage. With it our team gains agility on the
surface and real-time vision underwater.”
BlueView’s imaging sonar products produce streaming sonar imagery that makes it easy to detect and track targets even
in very dynamic conditions. This exciting affordable new technology for underwater vision will change the way you think
about applying sonar to your projects. Realize increased flexibility, safety and mission critical results that ProViewer
products can provide.
Placed in horizontal or vertical positions you can collect forward looking 2-D images of underwater environments
or accurate profile views of structures and the bottom. These images provide a realistic view of submerged objects,
shipwrecks, fish, divers, and bottom features, even in very shallow water. You will be able to quickly acquire targets,
track or monitor divers, survey a construction site, or navigate a remotely operated vehicle with more confidence and
efficiency.
The ProViewer and ProViewerE are acoustic imaging devices that bounce sound waves off of ocean floor features and
objects in the volume and turns them into rapidly updated streaming digital images. Slightly larger than a football, these
single housing units have an underwater viewing range of 450 feet.

Digital Sandbox
Website: dsbox.com

When the Department of Homeland Security needed to find a way to
mitigate port risk in 2002 they found Digital Sandbox. The challenge
was risk prioritization at the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey.
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey runs most of the
regional transportation infrastructure, including the bridges, tunnels,
airports, and seaports, within the New York–New Jersey Port
District. The port is now the 15th busiest in the world. It moved over
$100 billion in goods in 2003. PANYNJ had recently conducted an
extensive security survey of all of its transportation facilities. Those
surveys recommended the deployment of approximately $1 billion in
security countermeasures.
As part of this effort, the Port Authority selected the Digital Sandbox Enterprise Risk
Management System: Site Profiler. Digital Sandbox and PANYNJ used the Site Profiler
software system to develop a continuous evaluation of risks, vulnerabilities, and threats
and prioritize a 5-year, $500 million capital expenditures budget. The Site Profiler suite
of products was able to integrate in the emergency operations center and support the
conversion of legacy assessment data. The implementation included the development
of threat and asset portfolios and standardized business processes for risk management.
These processes allow for reporting and accountability for critical risk decisions to
senior management.
portsecurityjournal.com
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Tom Kornegay
Executive Director,
Port Authority of Houston
“In a world of potential threats and uncertain risks ranging from hurricanes
to terrorist acts, the Port Authority of Houston maintains an unwavering
commitment to security. Our commitment relies first and foremost on continuous
vigilance, open communication, and cooperative partnerships with
the U.S. Coast Guard, numerous other law enforcement, and regulatory
agencies at the federal, state, local levels, and private sector.”
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A Conversation with Chief Russell Whitmash
Hurricane Response...
Port Grant Funding Put to Good Use
By Derik Latham
The Port Authority of Houston is one of America’s largest ports, having 53 miles of chemical and
petroleum facilities bordering 21 communities.
In the wake of the recent disasters brought on by the hurricanes Katrina and Rita, we would be
remiss if we did not pay our thanks to those who did what they could in response with their aid,
donations, and kindness. The state of Texas was not only hit by one of the major storms, but it also
acted as refuge to those who were impacted by the events. The help and support from the state of
Texas is ongoing and greatly appreciated.
The Port of Houston and its Command Center staff worked continuously in hurricane response
and put forth a tremendous effort, and has been rewarded with success. In Chief Whitmash’s own
words: “This building is self-sustaining with power and water to deal with any level of emergency.
... We are prepared to respond to any crisis.”
And respond they did! The Port of Houston participated in one of the most demanding disaster
management exercises for U.S. ports to date. We are confident that we are learning from these
experiences and that we will be better prepared in the future – our work continues.

See more on page 24
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“One of the first questions I was asked after learning we had received some of the grant
funding needed to build the Port Authority of Houston Command Center, or what we call
the Port Coordination Center (PCC) was ‘command of what’? It is still a very good question
and one that deserves answering,” said Port Chief Russell Whitmash.
Its genesis began knowing we would need a place for the centralization of our surveillance
and alarm systems and that the radio gear required upgrading. The central security structure
had to be self supportive standing up to extreme weather and all types of accidental or
terrorist incidents, thus allowing port police, fire, and security to continue operations under
these circumstances. Looking closely at ourselves we also realized it was essential to define
our current capabilities. Although we are still in the early stages of this transformation we
are making excellent progress.
To facilitate immediate and accurate communication exchange, the Port of Houston
Authority designed and constructed the Port Coordination Center. This facility serves as a
“command center” for the Port Coordination Team, which consists of security personnel
from the PHA, the U.S. Coast Guard, the FBI, Customs and Border Protection, and various
local and national police agencies.
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The PCC has many functions, on most days it is the administration office of the Ports
Police Facility Security Officer (FSO) program, and dispatch for those areas to include our
Marine Fire Department. But when called upon, we can now also function as a “portal” of
sorts, to allow information, data, and CCTV sharing between ourselves, U.S. Coast Guard,
and other emergency centers. Further, when activated during heightened security levels or
weather or industrial accidents, we serve as the communications link between the Captain
of the Port (COTP) and the approximately 90 FSO’s of those private industries that make
up the Port of Houston.

The PCC facility itself has large paved areas that allow for Emergency First Responder
staging. To make this possible, on one side of our facility we have installed R/V type plugins, to allow emergency mobile units to have access to data, phone, and power lines. We
have ordered portable decontamination units that we will store on site for this staging area
and for the region.
We also have a very large warehouse attached to the PCC. One that is in need of repair,
but doing what ports do (meaning move cargo) it seems a perfect spot for a logistics center
and the movement of emergency equipment and supplies in support of this region, during
times of need.
There are many people that have put time and effort into making this center a reality.
There is a core security team that works together on every security project. We still have
much work to do though, for the PCC is far from complete and more funding is required to
develop it further, like the staging area and logistics center.
So back to the simple sounding, but very tough question: command of what? The answer
is not so much “Command of” but “of Purpose.” It is here to protect the people and assist
the Port of Houston, maximizing any response required and to capitalize on our efforts in
making a more safe and secure port and region – Port Command Center just sounds so
much better!

“Coordinating Communication: New port facility enhances
emergency response information gathering...”
If a hurricane were to strike the Houston–Galveston region or if a terrorist were to attack
the port, communication would be a key response component. However, modern business
communications tools such as e-mail and cell phones are not as reliable as old-fashioned
face-to-face contact.
More on page 27
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36 miles of coastline & numerous targets.
How do we protect it?
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“The Port of Houston is a complex and sprawling port, like no other in the country,”
said Russell Whitmash. “Responding to any type of emergency – be it a natural
occurrence, a chemical plant situation, or any type of security threat – would be
daunting without a means of immediate and reliable communication.”
The central communications room is permanently set up with computers and other
communications devices; personnel from the various Port Coordination Team
members have assigned seating to ease the flow of communication. If the PCC is
activated, information flows from the various agencies and funnels to Coast Guard
Captain of the Port and the Coast Guard’s Marine Safety Office. This center is the
portal of information to and from the Coast Guard and various waterfront facilities
along the Houston Ship Channel.
To test the communication system, the Port Coordination Team conducted a drill.
The focus was to push the center’s ability to handle an influx of calls, emails,
faxes, etc. Whitmash said, “We learned the volume of communication traffic that
we are capable of handling.” “We found some areas that we are beefing up, and we
expect our process to continue to improve with more training. Just as avenues of
communication are always evolving, our coordination center will grow and improve
with technology.”
The ability to respond rapidly and accurately will ensure that the ship channel returns
to business as usual, said Captain Kaser, who at the time was both commanding
officer and Captain of the Port for the Houston–Galveston–Texas City–Freeport
port region. “With the Port Coordination Center, the port community is able to
look, see and track the status of an emergency at a physical plant or on a ship
as well as track vessel movement in various policing agencies along the Houston
Ship Channel,” Kaser said. “We will handle the response based on information and
intelligence gathered from both the local and national levels.”
More on page 28
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With this supply of information, the Coast Guard as well
as the maritime industry can activate its security plans and
communicate back to the captain of the port. Based on the free
flow of information, the Coast Guard can start moving vessel
traffic safely again, Kaser said. “The criticality of re-opening
the port is really important. All of our petroleum operations
make us a vitally important component of the economy. We
supply the oil and gasoline needs for a large region of the
nation, therefore we are steadfast in our protection of the port’s
facilities.”
To assure that the Port Coordination Center is ever-ready to
ramp up staffing, the building was designed with numerous
system backups, Whitmash said. “We have many hardware
redundancies, and our backups have backups,” he said. “This
building is self-sustaining with power and water to deal with
any level of emergency.”
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PORT OF
CHARLESTON

PORT FACTS
• 281,660 jobs
• $9.4 billion in wages
• $23 billion into the state economy and
• Generates $2.5 billion in state and local taxes
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PORT OF
SEATTLE

PORT FACTS
Custom fees and duties collected:
• $480 million through the Port of Seattle
• $26 billion collected in the U.S.
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O PINIO N:

SAFE HARBORS
Port Security and
Politics in the Era of
Homeland Security
By Asa Hutchinson,
Former Undersecretary
of Homeland Security
In February, Dubai Ports World, a company based in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), was
poised to take over leases at six U.S. ports.
When news of the deal became known, a political storm broke, with elected officials at every
level of government, the news media and the American public expressing opposition.
Why would an agreement with an ally in the Middle East generate such a vigorous response?
Let’s step back a minute and examine the role of port security in a post September 11 world.
As the department with primary responsibility for port security, the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) has had two key goals: (1) improve security at ports throughout the nation to
ensure against another terrorist attack, as well as criminal activities such as smuggling; and (2)
ensure the free and efficient flow of legitimate goods and visitors into and out of the United
States.
As you can imagine, these two goals sometimes conflict. Tighter screening procedures, for
instance, might serve to slow commerce and travel. When such conflicts emerge, the Bush
Administration follows the guiding principle that, however important trade is to our economy,
national security must remain our first priority.
That was why, even at U.S. ports where foreign companies do business, DHS does not “outsource”
security operations; that has always been and will remain the responsibility of U.S. agencies like
the U.S. Coast Guard and Customs and Border Protection, working alongside state and local
entities. That would have been the case with the UAE company as well. Security operations
would have continued under the charge of American governmental entities.

portsecurityjournal.com
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So why did the UAE agreement – similar to agreements with other allies – provoke such a
reaction? And how might the Bush Administration have handled the situation differently?
To begin with, the White House would have been well served to brief members of both parties
in Congress on the ports deal while it was still in the negotiation stages. Certainly, members
of the House and Senate leadership and members of the committees on Homeland Security,
Transportation and Commerce, at the very least, should have been made aware of the negotiations
and given a full briefing on the details, so that they would not have been caught unaware when
the news broke.
Having served in Congress under both Democratic and Republican presidents, I know how much
I appreciated it when their staffs took the time to provide the facts ahead of time, in order to head
off potential misunderstandings and misinformation.
Secondly, the White House and the DHS might have moved more quickly to disclose the facts of
the deal to the American public – before it became a political football.
The Administration, for example, could have explained to the American people how the UAE
has been an ally in the Middle East. Examples include the UAE government supporting our
efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq, and donating $100 million in aid to help the victims of Hurricane
Katrina.
In fact, the White House did provide all this information, but only after opponents had led a
vigorous campaign against the arrangement, suggesting it to be something that might compromise
U.S. security. By that time, it was simply too late for the facts to sway public opinion. This was
a textbook case in how getting the facts out early and fully could have made a tremendous
difference.
Most of all, the Bush Administration and DHS could have used the opportunity to tell the success
story of how port security has improved over the last few years.
During the last few years, DHS has made tremendous progress at strengthening port security,
though there is still plenty of work to be done. With new procedures in place for screening cargo,
verifying the security of vessels, and restricting access to port facilities, our ports are far more
secure today than they were before 9/11, and improving all the time.
Homeland security is an ongoing mission. It will require time, patience, and steady commitment
to ensure against another attack by terrorists. And, equally important, it will require bipartisan
cooperation. Protecting America from another attack is just too important to fall prey to partisan
politics.
Should the Dubai Ports World deal have come under additional scrutiny? Absolutely. In fact,
many of the questions raised by both Democrats and Republicans were perfectly legitimate.
The Bush Administration could have moved more quickly to address those questions, and ensured
that Congress and the public were fully informed and supportive. Let’s hope that the next time
such a situation occurs, we’re better prepared to communicate with the people and address the
legitimate concerns that arise. But let’s also hope that we put our security before our politics.
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YOU
AND THE
GLOBAL MARKET
Everyday, almost everything we
wear, eat, or use in our daily life
moves through America’s ports.

Chair:
Suit:
Shirt:
Tie:
Buttons:
Cell phone:
Watch:
Laptop:

Denmark
Hong Kong
Vienna
Italy
Malaysia
Norway
Switzerland
Taiwan
portsecurityjournal.com
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Sofa:
Windows:
Table:
Candles:
Rug:
Wood Flooring:

Norway
Canada
Yugoslavia
Scotland
Pakistan
Philippines

Lighting:
Hardwood:
Stove:
Stone Counter:
Stainless Sink:
Floor Tile:
Refrigerator:

England
Brazil
Japan
Italy
Taiwan
Greece
China

Roofing:
Gutters:
Windows:
Lumber:
Lighting:
Bricks:
Ironwork:
Automobile:
Pavers:

Mexico
China
Canada
Honduras
England
Spain
Ireland
Japan
Italy

Bananas:
Persimmons:
Avocados:
Guavas:
Onions:
Lemons:
Peppers:
Melons:

Panama
New Zealand
Mexico
Dhaka
Quebec
Argentina
Vietnam
Honduras

portsecurityjournal.com
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Security at the Port
of Baltimore:
A Secure Port is an
Investment in America
By J.B. Hanson

The phrase “port security” holds a much more sinister connotation than it
did 5 years go. True, port security throughout the world still looks for illegal
contraband, whether it’s in the form of illegal aliens or goods, but there’s
something else, something more threatening lurking in today’s seaports.
Bio-terrorism and weapons of mass destruction are not new terms; both
have been used for decades. The use of bio-terrorism or bio-tactics has
been around for at least 2,000 years. Warriors were known to pour poisons
into water sources upstream that would eventually find their way into the
enemy’s camp. Decomposed and plague ridden bodies were catapulted
over castle walls to infect the sequestered enemy.
As we have evolved in our technology, so has the means to create new forms
of existing viruses and new bio-terror elements. For millennia, disease
could only travel as fast as a person could walk. Today, a toxic virus can be
on the other side of the world within 24 hours. It can be concealed in a vial,
on the back of a postage stamp or within a human being. A simple shake of
a hand or a sneeze could create a domino effect of death.
Detecting these forms of attack is considerably more difficult than securing
our ports from the other means of terrorist infiltration. Smuggling in
mechanisms to construct dirty bombs is another story. With today’s highly
evolving technologies, we can scan and x-ray effectively through inches
of steel. Containers from ships can be scanned at a rate of one every 30
seconds. The United States Customs and Border Protection established the
Container Security Initiative to diminish the chances of weapons of mass
destruction from entering American seaports. As a result of this stringent
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program, the international maritime community is coming together as a collective body to
make ports around the world safer.
Prior to the events of that tragic day in September 2001, Maryland’s Port of Baltimore had
been updating its security measures. Security projects were completed after the attack
in New York and at the Pentagon. In less than a year after the September 11 attacks,
the United States Congress began the approval of funds to enhance ports throughout the
country. Since June 2002, Maryland’s Port of Baltimore has received $21 million in federal
funds as well as special state funds.
Recently, the port signed a $5.5 million contract with the security firm Adesta. The
agreement included the design and installation of a remote video surveillance system as
well as enhancements to current terminal perimeter security. This system will include a
fully scalable communications and electronic security network. The perimeter security
measures include closed circuit television, video analytics and force protection for all
terminals located at the port.
Real-time intrusion detection technology and thermal and low-light cameras will allow
security personnel to monitor fences, terminals, gates and piers in order to quickly respond
to suspicious activities. The communications network will provide a wide area network
with both wireless and fiber optic links to connect the public facilities.
With some of the allocated federal port security funds, the port purchased a 32V Dauntless
Security Patrol Boat (DSPB) to patrol the waterside perimeters. The DSPB is equipped
with a Raytheon Radar System, Davit 300-lb capacity winch, weapon mount foundation,
diving platform, two Yanmar 315 HP inboard engines and a Portable Side-Scan Sonar
System.
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In keeping with the port’s security partnership and memorandum of understanding with the
Maryland Transportation Authority Police (MDTA), the DSPB is assigned to the MDTA’s
arsenal of security vessels, but the port retains ownership.
In addition to the almost $21 million in security improvements, the Port of Baltimore has
one of only two prototype Mobile Sea Container Systems in the United States. This $6
million high-energy x-ray machine has the capability of scanning a 40 foot container in
under 30 seconds.
Recently appointed Executive Director for the Maryland Port Administration, Brooks
Royster has made a point of building a bond with the private sector to ensure a better
relationship in the event of an incident. His belief is that if we know our partners and their
capabilities, more things will go right rather than wrong if something happens. Mr. Royster
is also a proponent of table-top and site exercises. What went wrong with the first exercise
won’t happen in the second one and what went wrong with the second one will not occur
during the third.
In September 2005, Mr. Homer Williams became the port’s first official security director.
In 1995, Mr. Williams was the assistant commissioner, Office of Internal Affairs for the
former United States Customs Service, forerunner to Customs and Border Protection.
In 2002, he retired while holding the position of Special Advisor on Enforcement. Mr.
Williams believes that security is a mindset that must be embraced by the community it
is intended to serve. Consequently, he strives to administer security methodologies and
technologies in collaboration with clients, stakeholders and other government agencies to
include various law enforcement jurisdictions.
The port’s reputation for security and its close
proximity to the nation’s capital brought President
George W. Bush to the terminals in July 2005.
On September 14, 2006 U.S. Custom and Border
Protection Commissioner W. Ralph Basham
and Executive Director Royster announced the
deployment of a mobile radiation portal monitor
device at the Port of Baltimore, currently only
the sixth device deployed at a U.S. seaport. This
technology is able to detect dangerous radiological
devices or materials that might be smuggled into the
United States via sea, land or rail.
With the mechanical hardware in place and the
community working closely together, the Port of
Baltimore is much more secure than four years ago,
and four years from now, it will be more secure than
today. Security requires vigilance, enhancements
and partnerships to succeed and when that happens,
the world’s ports become a safer place.
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OPINION:
AS I SEE IT

Port of New Orleans
Donn Young, Photographer

Appropriate funding
— the Gordian knot of the
U.S. port security question
By Jay Grant
The tragic events of September 11, 2001 radically
changed U.S. and foreign views of national security,
shattering perceptions and challenging policy makers and
representatives of private industry to meet the changing
threats posed by stateless terrorism.
America’s international trade contributes a quarter of the
nation’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Even before
9/11, ports received very little financial support from
Washington, D.C. Today, security requirements are gaining
attention but are still under-funded.
This is due to a variety of reasons, but an important
one is that ports operate both independently and very
competitively with each other. Over the years, ports have
not always been consulted or included when decisions
about them are made in Washington, D.C. However, they
now must be seen as major players.
American involvement in the global economy should
motivate us to think more strategically and more long term.
Only after 9/11 did our country wake to the fact that the
veins of the life-blood of our prosperity might also harbor
those who wish us harm.

Congress has many interests and issues to consider.
Therefore, Congress must choose carefully. Seaport
security is an investment. The ports of Seattle, Houston,
Los Angeles or New York/New Jersey may reside within
the urban shores of their respective cities but the effect of
their trade reverberates across the entire country, affecting
nearly every American resident every day.
Securing America’s seaports is a shared responsibility
to insure that our economy, which runs on a just in
time inventory method, is not held hostage or damaged.
Following the outcry over the acquisition by Dubai Ports
World of certain P&O Ports terminal operation leases, it
became clear that many, including policy makers, were
unaware that our trading ports are public entities chartered
by local, state or federal authority; and we have layered
security from port police and security forces to federal
security by the Coast Guard and Custom Border Protection
agencies.
Our nation’s ports are publicly owned facilities and are one
of America’s crown jewels. We must pay attention to them
all of the time, not just when a crisis arises.
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An Interview with Ralph Basham
Commissioner,
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
PROFILE
Name: W. Ralph Basham
Position: Commissioner
Date Confirmed: May 26, 2006
Previous Experience: 1970 Secret Service Agent 28 years

Special Agent in the Washington Field Office; served in supervisory
positions in both protective and investigative assignments, serving
as Special Agent in Charge of the Cleveland Field Office, the
Washington Field Office and the Vice Presidential Protective
Division; and Deputy Assistant Director of the Office of Training
and as Assistant Director of the Office of Administration; 1988
appointed Director of the Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center (FLETC); 2002 named Chief of Staff for the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA); and January 27, 2003 Director of
U.S. Secret Service.
Education: Bachelor’s Degree, Southeastern 		
		 University, Washington, D.C.
Awards: Numerous honors include the 1992 and
		 2000 Meritorious Presidential Rank Awards.
Home Town: Owensboro, Kentucky

PSJ: How do you see your role as commissioner?
Commissioner: I believe CBP plays a key role in maintaining our national security, and

I can help guide it at a critical time.

CBP keeps our nation strong by guarding our borders, securing trade and our economy,
collecting revenue and enforcing trade laws, protecting our food supply, and preventing
illegal drugs from reaching our streets. And, I firmly believe that I can make a real and
positive difference by continuing to serve our nation in the challenging role of CBP
commissioner.
CBP’s most critical mission—and greatest challenge—is preventing terrorists and terrorist
weapons from getting into the country, but doing so while still allowing legitimate trade
and travel to flow freely.
It is a constant balancing act of protection and facilitation, it is a mission that depends on
our partnerships with others.
The challenges CBP faces are not unlike what the Secret Service encounters in protecting
the president and the White House on a daily basis. The potential consequences of either
agency being wrong on security, even one time, are terrible and sobering.
While security is uppermost in our minds, we recognize that every day the president must
conduct the people’s business. Staff and visitors, with legitimate purposes, must flow in and
out of the perimeters we set. Food, supplies, and the White House domestic staff must enter
and leave at all hours. And, when the president travels, we must rely on the cooperation of
other law enforcement agencies and the private sector, and we have developed and maintain
strong partnerships with them. We do so for one important reason: necessity.
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Both CBP and the Secret Service must deal with the constant tension of maintaining a
balance between security and facilitation. If the Secret Service let security become
its one and only concern, then the president and his staff would not be able to do their
jobs. Likewise, if CBP focuses solely on securing trade and travel at the expense of free
movement, our liberty and economy will suffer.

PSJ: What are your goals for the agency?
Commissioner: The broad course and vision that Commissioner Bonner set for the
agency is, in my view, the right one, partnering with other nations to push our borders
out; using a layered and risk-based approach against terrorism; partnering with the private
sector and global trade community; unifying disparate functions and people into a single
frontline agency; gaining operational control of our borders; and balancing the security and
facilitation of trade and travel.
While many challenges to implement that vision remain, I see no need for a dramatic
change in course for CBP. Rather, I will stay the course, but urgently move the agency
forward. Through steady and experienced leadership, and the ability to foster relationships
within the Department and the Administration, I hope to guide CBP beyond its formative
years.

PSJ:HowisCSIworking?Whatmoreneedstobedonetobolsterthedeterrencefactor?
Commissioner: By the end of this calendar year, we hope to have added our 50th foreign

seaport to CSI. Looking back over 5 years, this amounts to an enormous accomplishment.
I doubt that many people would have predicted on September 12, 2001 that a program
like CSI – stationing CBP officials abroad to examine potentially risky cargo far from our
shores – would be so far along. It truly is a remarkable accomplishment, a testimony to
clear vision as well as to the wisdom of our many partners abroad.
I am glad you brought up the issue of deterrence because this aspect of CSI – of many of our
anti-terrorism programs, actually – is often overlooked. People tend to focus, instead, on
the ability of these programs to intercept or interdict. While our programs surely are meant
to do this, they are also designed to dissuade terrorists from infiltrating the commercial
environment. The idea is to make the risk of failure high enough so that terrorists will not
mount an attack.
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PORT OF
VIRGINIA

PORT FACTS
• $600 million for new 300 acre container terminal
• Generating $6.4 billion in economic impact over
its first 15 years of operation
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INTER V IEW : R A L P H B ASH AM

Another aspect of our programs that is overlooked is that these programs form a layered
defense. They are meant to complement one another in much the way several articles of
clothing combine to provide warmth for the wearer in cold weather. So when we bolster a
program like C-TPAT, there is a very good chance that we are also bolstering CSI. When
we work with other nations to build their capacity to examine cargo, we are also bolstering
CSI. And when we continue to push for expansion of global commercial security, we are
also bolstering CSI because these efforts heighten awareness of the terrorist threat. The
more eyes and ears we have out there, the better for everyone.
As for strengthening steps specifically aimed at CSI, I would note that we will always
be trying to improve our targeting system. Global trade and the terrorist threat to it are
inherently dynamic. The best targeting system is one that is flexible enough to reflect this
dynamism.

PSJ:IsthereanythingelseyouwouldliketomakeknowntothereadersofPortSecurity
Journal?
Commissioner: I would like your readers and the American people to know that the

many programs CBP and other entities of DHS have instituted since 9/11 protect our nation
against threats of all kinds—illegal drugs and aliens, harmful food products, and terrorists
and terrorist weapons. Since I became commissioner, I have spent a great deal of time on
the road seeing our operations first hand. While I know we can never be 100 percent safe,
I believe the technology, manpower, infrastructure, and programs we’ve put in place—and
the partnerships we’ve established with the private sector, other federal agencies, state and
local law enforcement, and the international community – make our nation safer than we
were five years ago.
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PORT OF
SAVANNAH

PORT FACTS
Mission:
• To develop, maintain and operate ocean and
inland river ports within Georgia
• Foster international trade and new industry for
state and local communities
• Promote Georgia’s agricultural, industrial and
natural resources
• Maintain the natural quality of the environment
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Maritime Security:
The Global and Intermodal Economy
By Linda Easley
As we look ahead we need to review history,
even mythological history, since history
does repeat itself. More than 3,000 years
ago Helen, the wife of the king of Sparta,
was lured away by the king of Troy and a
10-year struggle began between the two
kingdoms. The struggle ended when the
seeming gift of a Trojan Horse containing
hidden Spartan warriors proved in the end
the catalyst to the demise of the city of Troy.
Today the Trojan Horse symbolically could
represent the tens of millions ostensibly
“benign” boxes called maritime containers
that travel the globe. These “Trojan horses”
could carry a weapon of mass destruction
targeted to bring disaster to an American
port.

Intermodal Security Needs
What it takes to protect our country and the goods that arrive via containers is
termed “maritime security.” This security is just the tip of the iceberg known
as intermodal security. So, maritime security must be viewed from the more
comprehensive perspective to address the complex issues involving all six
modes of intermodal transportation: maritime, rail, truck, air, mass transit and
pipeline.
This global and intermodal system is responsible for the “supply chain”
that provides 99 percent of international goods received in the United States
from around the world to sustain our way of life. Most importantly, the
U.S. infrastructure cannot sustain the expected global container traffic in the
future. Prior to 2000, U.S. Chamber of Commerce studies showed a more than
doubling of cargo container traffic between 2004 and 2012. This would mean a
tripling or quadrupling in the major load centers to include Los Angeles, which
is responsible for 17 percent of the entire U.S. cargo container traffic. The U.S.
infrastructure simply cannot bear this type of geometric increase in pressure.
Currently, there are myriad redundant requests that come from various agencies
within the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) that are not coordinating
programs with each other. Government involvement at all levels has been
slow in adopting solutions to understand and protect the global supply chain.
Screening containers here or off shore, that is, the lauded “Hong Kong” solution,
is considered by some to be a bandage at best. Adding to the complexity, there
are identical programs ongoing throughout several government agencies and
labs without cross-talk or coordination of efforts.
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The past 5 years have seen a necessary shift away from traditional security
solutions. Guns, gates and guards solutions must be replaced by innovative
solutions that get buy-in because they make business sense and provide a business
value proposition to the private sector.

Solutions
To address the intermodal security issue requires
a partnership between public and private
stakeholders, with the private sector leading
because it operates more than 85 percent of
the U.S. maritime infrastructure. Assurance
of security will require better coordination
of requirements, solutions and funding. We
have a serious issue to address. We must link
our maritime ports to trade, national security,
applied technology and new policies governing
port security and the intermodal industry. We
need a change in the maritime intermodal and
global culture that recognizes and invites all
stakeholders to the table, down to the security
and emergency preparedness level of those who
work on the front line.
There are several ports whose organizations could serve as models for the entire
United States and are willing to do so. The major load centers such as Los Angeles,
Long Beach, Seattle, Tacoma and Houston could be the basis of the establishment
of benchmarks and “best practices” if we could validate sponsorship without
incurring burdens for them. For example, in an April Port Security Summit some
of the ports suggested the use of the Area Maritime Security Committees to be
the portals for submission of data and operational information.
Two successful examples of port security and intermodal programs currently
underway are the Regional Maritime Security Coalition - Columbia River
(RMSC), in Portland, Ore., and in the Port of Houston. Both programs have
included the surrounding stakeholders, including the entire port communities
with buy-in and coordination of effort. Port of Houston and Harris County
recently won a $35 million Round 5 port security grant because of its ability to
be community inclusive. Education of American citizens is a must to get, first,
their support and, then, that of their congressional representatives.
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A Look Ahead
I want to remind you of the useful example of the Panama Canal, often referred to as
the Eighth Wonder of the World. In David McCullough’s book about the building of the
canal, “The Path Between The Seas,” he cites: “A Wall Street man named Frederick Kelley
calculated that a canal through Central America could mean annual saving to American
trade as a whole of no less than $36 million in reduced insurance, interest on cargoes, wear
and tear on ships, wages, provisions, crews – and total saving of all maritime nations of
$48 million. This alone, he asserted, would be enough, irrespective of tolls, to pay for the
entire canal in a few years, even if it were to cost as much as $100 million (a possibility
almost no one foresaw).” The Panama Canal, which cost about $400 million in 1850, or
$120 billion in 2006 dollars, has generated an astronomical and virtually incalculable return
on investment.
So, what price will Americans be willing to pay to sustain our existence and dynamic
economy?
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PORT OF NEW ORLEANS:
AFTER KATRINA

“This beautiful, historic city was built to be a port…We are the gateway
to the Americas. The reason for the Louisiana Purchase was for our
fledging nation to gain access to this port city and the mouth of the
Mississippi River.”
Gary LaGrange, President & CEO,
the Port of New Orleans
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Port of New Orleans CEO Gary LaGrange recently, before the World Trade Club in New Orleans, called
the effort to restart port operations in the days following Katrina and the subsequent ongoing efforts to
fully restore commerce an “unprecedented coming together of the entire port community.” Then, LaGrange
announced to the group that, with only 70 percent of its facilities operational, the port had achieved 100
percent of its pre-Katrina ship calls.
“So, with a little luck and a lot of hard work, we’re hoping to sustain this activity, grow our ship calls
further and be a leader in the recovery of the entire Greater New Orleans region,” he said.
The Port of New Orleans means big business, not only for the city, but for the entire region as well. Just
days before Katrina unleashed her fury on the Gulf Coast, Martin Associates released an economic analysis
to measure the impacts generated by maritime activity at the port’s public and private marine terminals.
The study found marine cargo and vessel activity at the Port of New Orleans generated $17.8 billion in
total economic activity in Louisiana alone.
Some $1.4 billion of revenue was received by
businesses providing cargo handling, vessel
services and inland transportation. An estimated
$228.4 million was used for in-state purchases
by those firms, and $513.6 million was paid in
direct salaries. The analysis also determined
the port generated $882.1 million in state and
local tax revenue in 2004 and was responsible
for another $1.4 billion in federal income tax
revenue.
“Those figures illustrate that the port community
and the Board of Commissioners that governs
it is doing its job as an economic development
engine for the region, the state and the entire
nation,” LaGrange said. “It shows in dollars and
cents why it is so important we invest and strive
to replace lost capacity and expand our facilities
for future growth.”
According to LaGrange, replacing cargohandling capacity lost due to Hurricane Katrina
is vital to sustaining and increasing port activity.
“The high ship calls and cargo levels we are
experiencing now are the result of a combination
of our quick recover and a cyclical up-tick of
steel imports,” he notes.
portsecurityjournal.com
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Port of New Orleans officials are working diligently to replace facilities that depended
upon the Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet (MR-GO) for deep draft access and others located
along the Inner Harbor Navigational Canal, which is sometimes called the Industrial
Canal. Those facilities constituted about 30 percent of port operations.
The MR-GO has since silted to about 22 feet in places and the outlook for the channel
returning to its project depth of 36 feet is not good. Seven companies located on the
Industrial Canal and the MR-GO are affected. The firms provide 1,000 direct jobs and
9,000 direct and indirect jobs.
The port’s commissioners requested $360 million in federal community block grant
money through the Louisiana Recovery Authority to help relocate the affected business
to new facilities along the Mississippi River. The port also has requests to the federal
government to provide the funding needed to move the companies affected by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers’ decision to delay dredging for at least six to 18 months because
of questions about what role the channel played in flooding in St. Bernard Parish. “We
are prepared to give up the MR-GO,” LaGrange said, “however, the federal government
has a fiduciary responsibility to have invested millions of dollars in facilities that depend
upon the channel. The federal government must make these companies whole by helping
to move their operations or otherwise restore their operations, which were disrupted by
federal decisions.”
According to a study done by Louisiana State University economist Jim Richardson,
increased Latin American trade in Louisiana could result in 1,385 to 2,769 new jobs and
create new business sales of $169 million to $339 million. Additional household earnings
could also top $77 million. Latin American countries already purchase more than $1.1
billion worth of products from Louisiana companies each year. “We have a tremendous
opportunity, but it will require vision and investment,” LaGrange said. That vision will
be vital for port officials in the near future.
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“One thing that we all learned from Hurricane
Katrina is that everything is connected.”
While activity has topped pre-Katrina levels in recent months, continuing to expand and
grow facilities, business and jobs are now more important than ever for the entire region
as the Port of New Orleans leads the way in the region’s recovery effort.
“One thing that we all learned from Hurricane Katrina is that everything is connected,”
LaGrange said. “This city’s future, the state’s future and this port’s future are all
intertwined. You can have the best facilities in the world, but at the end of the day it’s
the people who make a great port. We are a strong family of hardworking people in this
state and we will rebuild our lives and grow our port.”
These excerpts are from Mr. LaGrange’s speech concerning recent progress made by
the port. Please visit www.portno.com and click on State of the Port Address under the
“Katrina Recovery.”
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PROTECTING

IOWA
When you think of ports and
port security, Iowa and the
Midwest region of the United
States may not be the first
thing that comes to mind,
but perhaps it should. Ports
are the gateway to America.
Often ports are thought of as
a coastal asset having little
to do with the Midwest, but
without the ports our nation’s
supply chain would come to a
halt, affecting both consumer
goods and other commodities.
Iowa is the center of the
world’s most productive corn
and soybean region. Along
with Illinois and Indiana
to the east, Minnesota and
the Dakotas to the north,
Nebraska to the west, and
Missouri to the south, this
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region produces an abundance of lowcost feed that, when used by the highly
efficient meat and dairy sectors, provides
consumers with low-cost food.
Thirty percent of all Customs fees are
allocated to agriculture. This started
in 1935 during the Depression and the
percentage has not changed. Perhaps just
one fraction of a percent of Customs fees
should be used as permanent funding to
protect those agriculture commodities.
Currently ports do not receive any of the
$18.2 billion a year that are attributed
to seaport activities from U.S. Customs
fees.
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PORT OF
OAKLAND

PORT FACTS
• 19 cranes, each moving 30 containers an hour
• Ships from all over the world
• 12 terminals working 365 days a year
• 1,000 acres of waterfront real-estate
• 12,000 acres of public shoreline access
• An intermodal system connecting to all parts of the country
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When it come to exporting Midwest products
the Port of New Orleans is at the center of the
world’s busiest port complex — Louisiana’s
Lower Mississippi River. Its proximity to the
American Midwest via a 14,500-mile inland
waterway system makes New Orleans the port
of choice for the movement of cargoes such
as steel, grain, containers and manufactured
goods. Sixty percent of all grain exported
from the Midwest comes down the Mississippi
and is shipped out of the Port of New Orleans.
So when it comes to port security no person,
no state, and no region is exempt. The global
supply chain and its “just in time inventory”
system affects us all, even Iowa. Perhaps this
is something to think about when you hear the
words “port security.”
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Access Control:

TWIC & the people who make it happen
The Transportation Worker Identification Credential
(TWIC) program seems to be moving forward. After the
Dubai World incident, the Administration committed to
issuing cards to some 900,000 port workers by years end.
Port administrators are pleased to see the progress after
being frustrated by delays. Airports are exempt from the
first wave of the program but are expected to join later.
The initial program calls for the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) and the United States Coast Guard
(USCG) to implement the program at high risk seaports.
TSA and the USCG developed a proposed rule to implement
TWIC for the maritime sector. As a result of this effort,
USCG is providing significant input to TSA regarding
the impacts and processes involved in a TWIC program.
TSA and USCG have issued a joint New Proposed Rule
Making (NPRM) that outlines various requirements and
applicability for TWIC. In August, a decision was made to
separate issuance of the TWIC cards from the installation
of card readers at ports. Access control readers will be
installed at a later date. No doubt there will be many
challenges to implementing the program. Port security
directors and police agree that it is important the TWIC
program move forward and is implemented correctly.
As TWIC moves forward it is worth noting a couple of key people who will make the program a
reality.
The Coast Guard has appointed Commander Peter Gautier to oversee TWIC. The USCG has a long
history of working with stakeholders and the commander’s most recent experience with port assessments
will be helpful. The commander hit the ground running. During his first days on the job he served on
a panel that held hearings across the U.S. He was then briefed by terminal security officials located
at the Port of Long Beach on their participation under the TWIC phase III demonstration project.
Understanding how all this works is key and the commander has his work cut out for him.
DHS has finally stood up the Office of Screening and aptly appointed Kathy Kraninger as the director.
Kraninger will oversee efforts to enhance security measures by integrating the department’s terrorist
and immigration-related screening efforts, creating unified screening standards and policies, and
developing a single redress process for travelers. Kraninger certainly understands the bureaucratic
challenges. In her role as a policy advisor to the Secretaries she helped stand up the Transportation
Security Administration and the Department of Homeland Security. Kraninger has specialized in
border, maritime and transportation security policy, privacy and intelligence issues. She was most
recently a member of the professional staff on the Senate Homeland Security and Government Affairs
Committee for Chairman Susan Collins.
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Water Transit Security:
Washington State Ferry System
The Washington State Ferry system is the largest ferry
system in the United States, serving eight counties within
Washington and the Province of British Columbia in Canada.
The existing ferry system has 1,750 employees, 10 routes
and 20 terminals that are served by 28 vessels.
Security for the Washington State Ferry
system is overseen by WSF Public Safety
Officer Scott Davis and managed by
the Washington State Patrol with direct
assistance from the United States Coast
Guard.
Security is costly and operates on a $13
million annual budget authorized by the
state legislature yet runs at a $3 million
deficit at MARSEC Level 1.

More than many airports, the largest ferry system
in the United States carries over 26 million
passengers a year, plus 11 million vehicles.
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WSF implemented its security plan to comply with the Federal Maritime Transportation
Security Act. One component of their security covered in the WSF plan involves the screening
of vehicles. Starting in April 2005, in response to the screening requirement, the Washington
State Patrol (WSP) introduced the use of explosive detection canine teams to screen vehicles.
They also increased the presence of Troopers at WSF terminals.
The U.S. Coast Guard recently issued a new directive that further increases screening
requirements. To meet these new requirements, state patrol officers at Washington State ferry
terminals could begin random inspections of vehicles on or after October 9, 2005. This would
mean that officers could ask motorists to open vehicle enclosures (e.g., trunks, panel doors) for
visual inspection.
This new directive changes the screening requirements at all Maritime Security (MARSEC)
levels, including MARSEC Level 1. Details of the specific screening levels are kept confidential
to protect public safety.
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Stewart Berry
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The act of transit terrorism in London in July 2006 prompted the
Department of Homeland Security to raise the threat level from yellow
to orange for mass transit systems. In response, the United States
Coast Guard heightened security measures affecting the Washington
State Ferry system.
These measures led to more canine patrols and Washington State
patrol troopers at our ferry terminals, heightened crew vigilance on
board the ferries and increased on-the-water presence by the US Coast
Guard. It also meant increasing screening of large capacity vehicles.
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“Based on the activities and terrorist trends we’ve seen around the world, it’s in
everyone’s best interest to step up our maritime security measures,” says Rear
Admiral Jeffrey Garrett, Commander, 13th Coast Guard District. “But it is best to be
proactive as Washington is home to the largest ferry system in the nation and third
largest in the world. We are also encouraging other passenger vessels to increase
their security precautions and we encourage all citizens to be on the lookout for
suspicious or unusual activity on or near our waterways,” adds Garrett.
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P.S.
THE LAST WORD
By Paul Bea

In 2001, we learned the limitations that response agencies
experienced in trying to communicate with each other using
disparate networks that relied on legacy radio systems and
telephones. Solution? Putting everyone in the same room
was the immediate and understandable response. Joint
operations centers were stood up in locations around the
country. Some were gussied up conference rooms with
computers and phone systems; others not so modest.
Agencies that developed OPS centers quickly realized that
those chairs around the table or arrayed in Mission Control
fashion translated into unplanned operating costs. Agencies
could ill afford to fill those seats as other demands were
weighing down capital and operating budgets.
Do all agencies and ports—even large gateways—require brick and mortar centers?
Three years ago, now-retired Senator Fritz Hollings (D-SC), delivered an OPS center
named Project SeaHawk to Charleston, SC. A local article reported, in “the low-profile
building, the location of which remains undisclosed to the general public, dozens of men
and women keep their eyes peeled around the clock for signs that the nation’s nightmare,
a terrorist attack, is about to become a reality.” Reports cite nearly 50 agencies and
organizations as having seats at the SeaHawk table. Does that 24/7 vigilance require
a facility costing $30-40 million to construct and nearly as much to operate each year?
South Carolina legislators who worked to restore $27 million that was zeroed out in
the President’s budget clearly think the answer is yes. As this is written, cargo security
legislation is close to final approval by Congress. The House and Senate bills have
provisions that address the OPS center issue, albeit with differences.
One of those differences is in the word “virtual.” Fifty or more agencies could respond
in concert to a serious incident through a virtual OPS center. In the NY/NJ region Army
technical teams and Port Authority personnel are taking a technological approach to
enable agencies to coordinate from their respective HQs or OPS centers. The Regional
Information Joint Awareness Network (RIJAN) objective is to provide shared situational
awareness and a common operating picture via robust, reliable, redundant and interoperable
high-bandwidth communications. Its development would have applications in times of
crisis and normalcy to permit the rapid exchange of information and speed decision
making. If it can work in the New York tri-state area there’s reason to think it could work
anywhere. And that is a money saving reason for Washington to fund its development...
say, $30 million.
Editors Note: The recently passed SAFE Port Security bill includes a provision for
interagency operational center program pilots in Miami, FL; Norfolk/Hampton Roads, VA;
Charleston, SC; San Diego, CA and a virtual operation center in the Port of NY and NJ.
During a recent visit to SeaHawk I was very impressed. We will need to see the outcomes
of the pilot programs.
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PORT OF
PORTLAND, ME

PORT FACTS
• Layered security
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